System Plan 7

Schedule

- Waiting on direction from HQ
- Sept 21 – goal for plan for scenarios
- Oct 31 – scenarios complete (CD)
- System Plan 7 planning should allow for meaningful public comment (e.g. advice should be completed at a time that is useful)

System Plan 7, cont.

- Review System Plan 6 assumptions? In context of 7, okay
  - IM and/or committee work
- October – develop draft advice? For Dec. HAB meeting?
- Presentation on H2 model useful for the committee?

System Plan 7, cont.

- Consider milestone for system planning – policy level
- Is the system plan process useful?
  - Will it work?
  - Will it result in effective tank waste treatment?
- Ecology recommendation for TWC –
  - Focus on policy level given current environment (and complexity of issues)
  - ID what you need to know
  - Funding component
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- DOE – policy level feedback, useful from TWC
  - What do we use it for and how?
  - Integration
  - Feedback on assumptions (not as much)
- Consider – how is this getting us to successful tank waste treatment?
- More technical rigor; identify all waste streams
• Goal = advice for December
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Path Forward
• IMs = Dick*, Al, Dirk, Liz, Meme, Jeff
• Prep for Sept. TWC meeting:
  o IMs → agencies to frame up presentations
• Sept. TWC meeting:
  o Discussion of assumptions – system as a whole, WTP, retrieval, pretreatment
  o DOE presentation overview of H2 model
  o DOE/Ecology presentation on system planning and the TPA

Leaking Tanks Advice
• Background rewrite – Dirk and Shelley
• Proposing for TWC consensus to take to Sept. Board meeting

Follow Up/Bin
• Provide Ecology’s System Plan 6 assumptions list to TWC
• 2015 ORP budget → BCC
• Topic proposal for committee consideration – high manager turnover at agencies and contractors (Jeff Luke)
• Topic proposal (Harold) – Ecology review of regulatory framework

September
• WTP Tour for TWC – half day (morning), on/off bus
• Discussion of System Plan 6 assumptions (including Ecology’s assumption review)
• DOE presentation on H2/Systems model
• DOE/Ecology presentation on System Plan and TPA

• PIC agenda, joint with TWC: definition of waste
October

- DOE briefing on Energy Secretary’s plan [for System Plan]
- System Plan advice development
- Briefing on treating and packaging lower-activity waste (“TRU“)
- Status update on leaking tanks
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November

- System Plan 7 advice refinement
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